HOST UNIVERSITY:
Università degli studi di Milano

FIELD:
Social sciences, journalism and information

SPECIFIED FIELD, SUBJECT:
Humanistic studies

RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE:
A contrastive grammar for translators from French to Italian

POSSIBLE STARTING MONTH(S):
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POSSIBLE DURATION IN MONTHS:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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SUITABLE FOR STUDENTS IN: 1st cycle (bachelor students) or 2nd cycle (Master students)

PREREQUISITES: 1) French language: mother-tongue 2) Italian language: B2/C1 level of CEFRL

RESTRICTIONS: none

DESCRIPTION:
Creation of an Aligned Parallel Corpus of French Literature and Humanities texts (novels, theatre works, humanities essays) from the 20th and 21st centuries and their Italian translations, in order to identify existing solutions for specific grammatical difficulties encountered when translating from French to Italian.

FACULTY OR DEPARTMENT Department of Studies in Language Mediation and Intercultural Communication - Università degli Studi di Milano

CONTACT PERSON: International relations office, University of Milan

CONTACT EMAIL: international.programmes@unimi.it.